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About This Game

Dyna Bomb - Explosive Arcade Sensation!

Strap on your jetpack and prepare for chaos! Dyna Bomb is the latest, greatest platform game from 7 Raven Studios.
Play it, and believe it.
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With 64 explosive levels - and 8 gloriously animated worlds. This arcade smash is a real feast for the senses, with
superb artwork and thunderous explosions - oh so many explosions!

Experience the manic arcade action as you dodge enemies, fling bombs and grab the treasure - before making a mad dash for
the exit. Do you have the skills to find the secret levels? Can you master all the different power ups and dominate the worlds?

If it moves, detonate it. Dyna Bomb has intuitive arcade action game play, with a blast of humor . Enjoy features like, the wheel
of fortune to discover hidden extras, player powerups, different characters designs and much, much more!

FEATURES :

*8 Different Worlds

*Gloriously animated worlds for your shooting and dodging pleasure

*8 Different Levels for each battle mission
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*Many Hidden Levels on each World

*Different Warrior Characters to control

*Over 10 mega power ups

*Custom Control System & full Gamepad support

*Explosive sounds and explosive creepers

*Mini Games, to win additional items

Tick, Tick, Boom - let's play!
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Title: Dyna Bomb
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
7 Raven Studios
Publisher:
7 Raven Studios
Release Date: 13 May, 2016
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English,Italian,Dutch,German,French,Romanian,Czech,Danish
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a very good puzzle game :D
9/10
didn't buy for the achievements lol
basically you move the block around and use the level's environment to get to the finish
there's no skill needed
just keep trying xDDD
. cost me 20€ and still overpaid... mario cart physics and ps1 graphics.
overall could be fun game for a (very)small period but only if you pay 10€ or under.. Has great potential. My two biggest
complaints are:

1) game needs to be optimized more. I'm running GTX 1070 and a solid system to back it up and any more than 1 person
playing on the TV and the game starts to stutter real bad which causes nausea.

2) sneaking around is too easy. My suggestion is to control the difference between running and walking based on how far the
joystick is pressed. As it is now, running is an entirely separate button which makes it too easy to NOT run and therefore, blend
in. If it's more based on how much the joystick is pressed it becomes a bit more of a game of patience and skill. The player
would have to consciously not press the joystick further than a walking speed in order to blend in more which coupled with the
nervousness of blending in, actually could make sneaking a little more stressful in a good way.

I really hope this game reaches its true potential because it can be great fun. But it looks like they've only updated it once in the
past 2 months so that concerns me.. Its alright. Has feels of Diablo, Really fun to play. This title should keep you buys for quite
some time. Graphics are beautiful, and game play is great with a controller.
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The game is just as fun as on the Wii. Looks good and plays good! I have only played with an xbox controller and there is no
way to rebind the controls, I hope this functionality will be added later. The clunkcy controls and UI is similar as they were on
the Wii but does not harm the expereience of playing the game.

My favorite game on the Wii! Still as fun as the wii version! Upgraded graphics!. After a few minutes testing I must say this
proggy looks very good to me but also veryveryvery useless.

First its called "professional" but it looks like it can't handle vectors. (correct me, if I am wrong, please!)
But we want to produce some real graphics, don't we?! So we dont work in pixels but vectors.

It can export as gif - nice. Photoshop can do too and we even have more control of the single frames there. Plus we would have a
lil problem with the alpha transparences and the limited colors in gif, no?!
So we would have to use png (IF it is png24 as I hopefully assume). But then png does not contain animations. And again, we
can build png also in photoshop with more control over the pixels.
So, if we have to build single bodyparts and have to render them down to pixels anyway for use in spriter, then why to use
spriter at all and not the proggy we already used to pixel them (latest since smartobjects seem to work halfway correctly in ps,
finally)?

To make them look nice in higher resolutions we also would need some REALLY big images. ...as gif??? ...as png??? No
wonder every little 5 minute game is a full GB strong nowadays. :P

Only useful thing in spriter I could find (but did not try) was the export as spritesheet. I guess its relaxed if you have to build
sheets with 20 frames per direction. For little 4x4 sheets it seems too much work compared to the small result to me.

Don't get me wrong: It works fine (beside the first crash after 2 minutes) and is easy to use. I like it. But I simply see no point in
using it, beside big spritesheets.

Feel free to leave a comment, if you have something it IS useful for.. This has great features. It's too bad that it doesn't work. I
have never encountered a worst mod tool. It would be nice it they had a tool that acutally worked. Furthermore, the fact that
they charge for a tool that they know is broken is absolutely absurd. Everism should be ashamed of themselves.. can't play/ loads
the splash screens but them noting but an empty black screen. tried all of the compatibility options and just can not get it to play
on windows 10.. Is it wrong to break my keyboard everytime when I lose just before 3000?. i had this running and forgot i even
bought it hahah, good game, but why called silentville?. This is a good port of the game, the luck factor is huge in this game and
with every throw of the dice you don't know whether you are going to make it deep enough to reach the UBG. The game plays
just like the card game, word of warning if you are looking for instant gratification on winning, this is not the game for you..
Rpgmaker 2003 is a great engine that has aged quite well. The engine has much needed improvements done throughout it. It is
well worth the money for a wonderful piece of software.

Negatives:

There are a few issues regarding the different image types and sizes required (they differ from Ace). Everything needs to be
256 color and 8 bit depth, so your standard transparent .png will not work. You will also have to adjust sprite sheets to face the
direction required in 2003.

You will almost need Character Hub to adjust everything properly and have exact sprite sizes. Almost all your time will be done
editing graphics.
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